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 xdc format automatically generated by AC15. I then realized that I had to (re-)create my profiles, and run a complete mapping
(scaling, rotate, etc.). I have been working in this project for more than a year, so the new file is rather large. When I open it on
AC15, I get the following error: I tried to follow the advice on the developer forum  and manually deleted AC15.cache and.xdc

folders in my application data, since they were locked. I then tried to change the.xdc/.xdc.cache location to
C:\Users\...\AppData\Roaming\ACDesign\DefaultCache and run the file, but this time it gave me this error: I also tried
removing and adding the project file again, but this didn't help. I then uninstalled and reinstalled AC15, but the problem

persisted. After some research, I have narrowed down the issue to the AutoCAD "Active" version, since the problem only
occurs when I open the project with AutoCAD Active, not with DesignCenter. Is there any way to fix this without re-

installing AC15? A: I have the same issue with AC14 to AC15. I finally got it work by removing some 3D View Manager
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components to my add-on menu: Axes Funct - Move Coll - Move Extension - Align The error happened when I tried to access
the Extensions menu. I think the reason is that, when I installed a big package of 3D View Manager components, it was selected
as default by the Window Manager. You could try this way. Chromosome 15-specific deletion of Pten is associated with tumor

growth and development in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma. Pten is a tumor suppressor gene localized at chromosome
10q23.3. It encodes a phosphatase that dephosphorylates phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate, which is involved in

tumorigenesis. Mutation or loss of 82157476af
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